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know where Det. Rodriguez was during this. When asked about the object that fell out of  pocket at 9:54:23 a m., Sgt. 
Singh said he was not sure what it was. He said the officers were looking around on the ground to find a drug wrapper, because 
people often try to hide or discard the wrapper after they snort drugs in public. He also said this was possibly Det. Nunez’s reason 
for searching  wallet, but he was not certain of this. 
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Sgt. Singh reviewed the handwritten UF-250 that was faxed to the CCRB by Det. Nunez and confirmed that this was the UF-250 
that he signed. He did not know what date Det. Nunez prepared it or what date he signed it. Sgt. Singh said he went on a vacation 
to Turks and Caicos and signed it when he returned. Sgt. Singh initially did not know the dates of his vacation. After looking at 
his cell phone, he said he was on vacation for the first two weeks of September, 2015. He did not recall whether he discussed the 
UF-250 with Det. Nunez before he signed it. Sgt. Singh was aware that he participated in the stop of  when he signed 
the report. 
 
Sgt. Singh did not know whether there was a specific deadline by which an officer must prepare a UF-250 after conducting a stop. 
He described the record-keeping process for UF-250s as follows: first, the officer who conducted the stop prepares the UF-250. 
The report is taken to the Narcotics base, where they log it in. The approving sergeant can sign it either before or after it is logged 
in at the Narcotics command. The sergeant can approve the UF-250 regardless of whether he was present for the stop. After it has 
been logged in at the Narcotics base and signed by a sergeant, it is sent to the precinct where the stop was conducted, and the 
precinct also logs the report. 
 
Sgt. Singh viewed the computerized version of the UF-250. He confirmed that Det. Kelly, who entered this report, was from his 
Narcotics command. Sgt. Singh did not know the reason for the delay between the stop on July 30, 2015 and the report being 
entered on September 15, 2015. 
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Det. Danny Rodriguez was interviewed at the CCRB on October 14, 2015. 
 

x Det. Rodriguez is a Hispanic man who is 5’5” tall, weighs 140 pounds, and has black hair and brown eyes. He was 35 
years old at the time of this incident. 

x On July 30, 2015, Det. Rodriguez worked from 5 a.m. to 1:33 p.m. He was in plainclothes in unmarked vehicles. He was 
on a narcotics field team. He initially worked in the leader car with Sgt. Singh, Det. Nunez, and Det. Velez. Beginning at 
7 a.m., he worked with Det. Rosario in the prisoner van, and continued in that assignment for the rest of the tour. 

 
Memo Book 
Det. Rodriguez had no memo book entries directly related to this incident, but had the following relevant entries: 6:55, one under. 
7:00, 98 in vicinity of  for enforcement. 9:20, two under by leader car. 9:30, 98 to  for enforcement. 
 
CCRB Statement 
Det. Rodriguez denied being present for any part of this incident. He was shown a photo of  and denied interacting 
with him at any time. Det. Rodriguez said that, at about 7 a.m., he switched from working in the leader car to working in the 
prisoner van with Det. Rosario. He said the prisoner van stays away from the enforcement area, because it is recognizable to 
civilians and could ruin the set. He denied having any knowledge of a stop conducted by the leader car at about 9:45 a m. His 
DEA representative said that prisoner van would not go to the scene unless there was an arrest, and Det. Rodriguez said this was 
accurate. 
 
Security footage from  was shown to Det. Rodriguez beginning at 4:12 in the recording. He confirmed that he 
recognized Sgt. Singh, Det. Velez, and Det. Nunez. The investigator called his attention to a part of the video where a hand 
briefly appears on the right side of the screen, next to Sgt. Singh. Det. Rodriguez maintained that he was not present for the stop 
and said he had no knowledge of a fourth officer being in the leader car. 
 
The investigator mentioned that the other officers interviewed said Det. Rosario had to leave work early on July 30, 2015 due to a 
sick family member. Det. Rodriguez said he was familiar with that. He did not know what time Det. Rosario left work, but said it 
was “definitely” after 9:45 a.m., because they were working together at that time. 
 
When asked about the allegations, Det. Rodriguez denied participating in the stop of  frisking or searching him or his 
possessions, asking him questions, hearing any officer call him a “crack head” or “dope fiend,” or having any interaction with  

 on July 30, 2015. 
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